
     

 

         

                                                                 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

Unrealistic  Not like real life 

Self Portrait  a portrait that an artist 

produces of themselves: 

Realistic  representing things in a way 

that is accurate and true to 

life: 

 

Monochrome A painting created using only 

one colour or hue. 

Quick Quiz.  

What is a portrait? 

Can you name an artist and tell me what 

portrait styles they were good at? 

What can be added to a portrait to make it 

interesting? 

What new skills have you learnt by the end of the 

Unit?  

When drawing use a range of tools to create an effect.  

Create collages on a given theme with given materials. 

Use digital photography in art. 

 

When painting create a developing understanding of 

colour mixing to create tints and tones.  

I can draw a moving person from a photograph using only 

lines. I  can use straight or curved lines in my drawings.  
 

 

Portraits Year 2   

 I know more detailed facts about artists and the styles of art that 

they created: 

 I can talk about portraits by Pop Artist, Andy Warhol. I can explain that 

Andy Warhol made portraits of famous people. I can explain that Andy 

Warhol used repeated images and bright colours. I can create a Pop Art 

portrait. I can use oil pastels to add bright colours to a repeated image. 

I can use unrealistic colours in my portrait 

 I can talk about the work of Paul Klee. I can explain that Paul Klee used 

line drawing and watercolours.  

 I know that Paul Klee experimented with different styles of Art work 

and also served as a WW1 soldier.  

 I know that Picasso portraits are different (Left uses blues to convey 

sadness, right uses bright different colours, The left is more realistic, 

looks more like a photo or real life, right is more abstract, it looks less 

realistic. On the right the features are in unusual places and Picasso 

included shapes and colours to add to the portrait. 
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What have you already learnt in Year 1? 

• How to colour mix 

• To use correct brushes to create 

accurate lines 

My Skills and Knowledge that I may use from other subjects 

Know that there were artists from the past – History link  

Understand human skeleton and it’s features – Science Link  

Key Painting Skills I will 

learn/use: 

• Draw a sketch and fill 

with paint  

• Mix colours to make 

new ones 

• Add features to my 

painting  

• Use appropriate brush 

sizes  independently to 

create effects 



 

               


